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Abstract. E-Chord is a Distributed Hash Table algorithm (DHT) inspired from Chord, Pastry and CAN
algorithms. It meant to provide a keyword-based search in the Three-Layer Mediation Architecture. The
E-Chord is deployed in the middle layer (Integration Layer) of the architecture and provides services to
the higher layer (Presence Layer) and the lower layer (Homogenization Layer).
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Introduction

C

In the last few decades, the dependency on accessing
data from distributed data sources has increased because
of the distributed nature of data and breakthroughs in
communication. Existing enterprises were merged. New
international businesses are established. Governmental organizations need to share information. Advancements in communication, such as wireless, cable, satellite, and fast Internet access make accessing heterogeneous data viable. Moreover, the Internet, which is a
network of networks of computers, provides rich data
sources. Therefore, sharing data is essential nowadays.
Unfortunately, in most cases each individual data source
has its own data structures, platform, and design. As a
result, the integration of distributed heterogeneous data
sources is not a simple task. Huge investments were
made in each of those data management systems; hence,
the decision to build a new integrated data management
system or enforce changes is often not a practical solution.
A mediation architecture [25] was proposed as a so-

lution to integrate heterogeneous data sources in a specific domain of knowledge by adding a layer between
the application layer and the data sources in the system.
A mediation layer which handles the responsibilities of
accessing the heterogeneous data sources and presents
the integrated data is placed between the data sources
and the application layers; therefore, no changes need
to be done in the layer of the data sources. A client can
query the system by exploring the schema generated by
the mediation system. The data schema of a specific
source is called a local schema; the mediation schema
is called a global schema, and it integrates and transforms several local schemata. Although this solution
is viable and cost-effective, it is not very reliable since
it maintains either a global schema in a central unit or
a specific-domain schema in each mediator. The existence of such a central unit makes the system vulnerable
to failure.
Our mediation architecture [8, 10] adopts a distribution technique from Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures
called Distributed Hash Table (DHT) algorithm in order
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Background

The background section covers two things: the ThreeLayer Mediation Architecture and DHT algorithms.
2.1

Three-Layer Mediation Architecture

Balakrishnan et al. [1] classifies DHT algorithms
into three categories:
1. Skiplist-like routing algorithm: The Chord algorithm [23, 24] is an example of skiplist-like routing algorithm. In Chord, the hash function assigns
a m-bit (where m is the number of the bits used
for storing the key in binary) identification key using Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1)[17] as a base
function to map an IP address onto a key. The
nodes in the system are arranged in an identifier
circle. Each node on this circle maintains a finger
table containing the IP addresses of n + 2i−1 successors where n is the node ID and 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
In other words, this finger table maintains the IP
addresses of halfway, quarter-of-the-way, eighthof-the-way, and so forth.
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The Three-Layer Mediation architecture [8, 9, 10, 14,
15, 27, 26] which was designed by the Secure System
Architecture (SSA) laboratory at Florida International
University (FIU) was a group research project directed
by Dr. Ege. Members. The architecture is to define
and build a multi-layered mediator-based multimedia
architecture that provides a dynamic, scalable framework for telecommunications software environments.
It is capable of handling complex data types and providing services to various devices including mobile devices. The architecture (see Figure 1) is based on three
layers: a “presence” layer takes requests from clients
and is responsible for caching and buffering of streams
that it receives from the “integration” and “homogenization” layers. The second layer is the “integration”
layer which is responsible for decomposing requests,
searching for the sources, integration. The “integration”
layer is composed of a set of mediators called “composers”. For each new session created by a “presence”
mediator, a composer is elected to be a “global mediator” which is responsible for communication with the
presence mediator and managing the request processing. The third layer is the “homogenization” where a
connection to actual data sources is established. The
“homogenization” layer is composed of a set of connectors. On top of each data source, a connector is placed
to manage the access to the data source. The common
data model in the architecture is based on XML. XML
is a semi-structured model that is capable of handling
structured and unstructured data. XML request and its
decomposition is done at the “integration” layer which
consists of mediators that successively decompose an
XML request into smaller XML requests that are closer
to the data sources that are served-up by the “homogenization” layer.

in the distributed P2P environment is essential since
many systems are naturally distributed. The most difficult challenge in P2P is how data can be found in a
large, scalable P2P system without relying on a central
server [1]. If this server fails, the system will fail. To
avoid having a central failure scenario, many algorithms
based on DHT were proposed in the past few years. Instead of having a central server, those DHT algorithms
use a DHT in which each node maintains some knowledge about some other nodes (but not all). The general
purpose of these algorithms is to map a value onto a
key using a hash function. Although the general format of the value is a node IP address, the value can be
any meaningful value for the system to be built such as
document name.
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to avoid having a central failure unit in the system. The
proposed algorithm is a Chord-like algorithm. We will
refer to our enhanced skip-list algorithm as E-Chord
which is deployed in the Integration layer.

2.2

DHT algorithms

In the decentralized P2P systems where there is no centralized unit and all nodes (peers) have the same computation power, many problems arise such as security,
scalability, administration, and more. Locating data files

2. Routing in multiple dimensions: The scalable Content Addressable Network (CAN) [18, 19] is an
example of routing in multiple dimensions. Each
node in CAN maintains a chunk of the DHT called
zone. These zones are distributed in d-dimensions.
In addition to storing a chunk of the DHT in the
zone, each zone maintains information about its
neighbors in the d-dimensions.

3. Tree-like algorithms: Tree-like algorithms, such as
Pastry [5, 21], Tapestry [13], and Kademlia [16],
use a structured prefix to maintain the location of
nodes. Each node maintains IP addresses of some
other nodes in its leaf. For instance, Kademlia algorithm assigns 160-bit IDs to the nodes in the P2P
system and treats those nodes as leaves in a binary
tree.
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Figure 1: The Three-Layer Mediation Architecture

Overview of Searching in the Three-Layer
Mediation Architecture

C

The design goal of our mediation architecture is to avoid
having any component that constitutes a central point
of failure. Unlike MIX [2, 3] and Garlic [4, 20], our
system does not maintain a global schema, which is a
global view of the integrated data sources in the system, in a central repository. Although TSIMMIS [6, 12]
uses a distribution strategy for its schema over specific
domain chain of mediators, each mediator maintains its
own global schema. [8, 10] adopts a distribution technique from Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures called Distributed Hash Table (DHT) algorithm using Enhanced
Chord-like (E-Chord).
Although the mediator-composers are connected in
a P2P fashion, the mediation system has different characteristics from the standard P2P systems. First, mediation systems are usually domain specific systems. They
are deployed in a specific knowledge domain to provide
decision-makers with information in that domain which
may be integrated from several sub-domains. Each subdomain may be composed of several heterogeneous data
sources. Some keywords, which are key search criteria,
may be repeated. For instance, if the system is deployed
in a medical domain, the system might be composed

of data sources that contain medical records, and insurance information. In this scenario keywords, such as
patient, name, and SSN, will be frequently repeated in
queries. Second, the mediator-composers are more stable than standard peers in a P2P system. P2P systems
were originally intended for music files sharing over the
Internet. They created networks in which peers join and
leave arbitrarily. Mediator-composers are more stable
since they could be run by either the data source administrators or service providers.
The key operation in DHT algorithm is the “lookup”.
DHT algorithms are structured in the sense that each
node in the system is responsible for a range. Before
any action can be taken, the node which is maintaining
the range of the desired action must be found. For instance, when a new node wants to join the system, its
successor must first be looked up. Then, the new node
can join the system.
The E-Chord algorithm is a relaxed version of the
Chord algorithm. It combines features from Chord [23,
24], CAN [18, 19], and Pastry [5, 21]. The general
structure is based on the Chord structure. Like Pastry,
the adapted algorithm updates its routing information
when a node is discovered not to be available. A frequency list is added to each node instead of a neigh-
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Routing Information

3. The composer checks the set of the immediate successors and predecessors. If the keyword is within
the range of the largest node identifier in the successor list and the composer identifier, it means
that the keyword must be maintained by one of the
successors. In a similar approach, the composer
checks whether the keyword is within the range
of its predecessor list. If the keyword is within
the successor/predecessor list, the composer forwards the request to the composer that maintains
the range of the keyword.
4. Finally, if non of the previous steps finds the composer that maintains the requested range, the composer forwards the request to the first node with an
identifier that immediately precedes the keyword’s
identifier in the finger table.
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Like DHTs, the E-Chord algorithm uses the Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA-1) as a hash function. The SHA-1
generates nodes’ identifiers and keywords’ identifiers.
The node identifiers are generated by running the SHA1 on a composition of the IP address and the port number of each node while the keyword identifiers are generated by running SHA-1 on the keyword to be indexed
in the system. The keywords’ identifiers are distributed
over the first successor of each keyword. As a result
of using SHA-1, the generated identifiers have 160 bits,
and the input is limited to 264 bits.
The E-Chord algorithm maintains three sets of routing information in each node. The first set, like Chord,
is the finger table which contains 160 entries. The entries are points to halfway, quarter-of-the-way, eighthof-the-way, and so forth. The entries in the finger table can be found by first calculating the estimated value
from the formula for 1 ≤ i ≤ 160 estimated_value =
(current_node_identif ier+2i−1 ) mod 2160 and then
finding the first actually successor of the estimated value.
The second set, like Pastry’s leaf set, maintains the immediate successors and predecessors. The third set maintains entries of the most frequent used keywords. The
connector on the top of the data source maintains counters of the number of times it was queried for its keywords. When it sends the schema to the composer, the
frequency of each keyword in the schema is sent along
with the schema. Although the connector is responsible
for counting the frequency, the entries in the frequency
set points to the composer which is responsible for the
range of the keyword, not to the connectors. The composer checks the frequencies assigned to the schema
with the ones stored in its set and adds any keywords
that have higher frequencies than the existing frequencies in its set.
When a global mediator receives a request from a
presence mediator, it adds to each element in the request an identifier attribute which contains the hashed
value of the keyword. Then, the elements are sorted in
the request according to the identifiers. After that, the
composer, either the global mediator or a cooperating
composer mediator, searches its sets for each keyword
in the following order:

2. The most frequently used keywords set: the composer checks the set for an exact match. If an exact
match is found, the composer forwards the request
to the composer responsible for the range of that
keyword.
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borhood set. Finally, like CAN, the data sources are
responsible for their pointers.
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Before the global mediator looks up the next keyword,
it checks whether the next keyword identifier is within
the range of the composer maintaining the previous keyword. The global mediator groups the set of the keywords within the same range and forwards them in one
request to the composer. The composer adds the connector_ids to the request and returns it to the global mediator.
The E-Chord is a relaxed version of Chord; it has
a similar structure to the Chord algorithm. It is a skiplist like algorithm. The finger table and the frequency
set help the composer to skip as many as possible composers that cannot help in solving the request. The successor and predecessor set compose the logical ring of
the system; therefore, the system has a ring geometry. Since the system is using the SHA-1 algorithm, the
composers in the system are distributed over the logical
ring from range 0 to 2160 − 1.
The size of the finger table is fixed while the other
two sets are runtime parameters. The size of the finger tables is fixed to 160 entries in each node because
it is related to the identifier size. The SHA-1 generates
identifiers of length 160 bits, so the maximum number
of entries that can be maintained in the finger table is
160. The size of the successor and predecessor set and
the frequency set are determined by the system administrator. The size of successor and predecessor set should
be a reasonable size according to the expected number
of the composers in the system. In the Chord algorithm
the successor list is recommended to be of size 2log2 n

1. The composer checks first if the keyword is within
its range. If the keyword is within its range, it adds
the connector_id to the request and returns it to the
global mediator.

where n is the expected number of the nodes in the system. The size of the frequency set should be reasonable
according to the expected number of the keywords in
the system.
Joining the System

Figure 2: Pseudocode for initializing the finger table

ing to the destination can be guaranteed. Once the new
node finds its position in the ring, it obtains the successor/predecessor list from the composer which is responsible for the range of the new node. The new composer
will have exactly the same predecessor list as the old
one. The successor list is almost the same except that
the first successor is the old composer. The new composer informs the composer in the successor/predecessor
list of its arrival. If the size of successor/predecessor
list is 2r where r is a parameter defined by the system administrator, the new node will sends r messages
to its successors to update their predecessor lists and
r messages to its predecessors to update their successor lists. The nodes in the successor/predecessor list
send their frequency list, so the new node can construct
its frequency list from those lists. Finally the finger
table is initialized from the finger table of the predecessor. Unlike Chord, our algorithm does not lookup
all the entries in the new finger table. The new composer obtains a copy of the finger table of its predecessor. Then, the new composer checks whether the
ranges of the entries are within the current pointer values. The pseudo code for initializing the finger table is
listed in Figure 2. The new composer notifies the nodes
which are expected to point to it in their finger table using Chord’s “update_others” method [23]. The idea of
the “update_others” is to find the nodes that precede the
new composer by 2i−1 . That can be done by finding the
predecessor of n − 2i−1 , and then update the i entry in
that node to point to the new composer if the “i” entry
must point to the new composer.
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There are two cases that affect the DHT in the integration layer. The first case is when a new composer joins
the system. The second case is when a new connector
joins the system. The former case affects the system by
adding a new composer to the P2P system; as a consequence, this new composer will play a role in routing and maintaining routing information while the later
case, adding a new connector, adds new indexes to the
DHT tables. The connectors in the system do not play
any role in routing requests.
When a new composer wants to join the system, it
must first find another composer which is already in the
P2P system. There are many bootstrapping techniques
[11] such as simple broadcast, selective broadcast, and
adaptive broadcast. In the simple broadcast, the new
peer sends a message to every peer in the system. This
technique overloads the system with messages; as a result, it consumes the bandwidth of the system. Unlike simple broadcast, in the selective broadcast the new
peer sends a message to selective peers in the system
based on predefined criteria such as trust relationship in
the selective broadcast technique. Adaptive broadcasting is similar to the selective one in the sense that both
of them try to minimize the consumption of the network resources. However, adaptive broadcasting needs
to keep monitoring the system for changes. The CAN
algorithm [18, 19] uses a selective techniques in which
a list of nodes are maintained in a registered domain.
When a new node wants to join the system, it retrieves
the list and sends a message to a node in the list. In our
system, we opt to enter an existing node IP address as a
parameter when creating a new composer.
Once the new node finds a composer in the system,
it sends a “join” message to that node. The node treats
the “join” message as a “lookup”. It searches for the
node responsible for the range of the new node in a similar fashion to finding a keyword (See Section 4). Unlike searching for keyword, the process will terminate
once the composer maintaining the range of the new
composer is found, not the connector. After finding the
composer, the new composer will be the immediate predecessor of that node.
The next step is to initialize the lists. The most important list for the system is the successor/predecessor
list. The importance of this list is to keep the system’s
logical ring connected all the time; so that, the rout-
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for i←1 to m do
finger[i].start ← node_identifier+2i−1 mod 2160
if finger[i].start > finger[i].node
finger[i].node=find_successor(finger[i].start)
%else no action is needed

When a new connector joins the system, it will find
an existing composer in the ring of the system. An existing composer can be found using the bootstrap techniques explained earlier in this section. Unlike adding
a new composer, adding a new connector will not affect
the routing information, but it adds new indexes to the
system. Once the connector finds a composer, it sends
its XML document. The composer called distributor
generates identifiers for the keywords in the XML document. Then, it sorts the keywords according to their
identifiers. After that, the distributor finds the composer
which is responsible for the range of the keyword. This

Replication and System Recovery
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cal requests. However, since for each request the global
mediator is elected, the path from the global mediator
to the connector is built dynamically. The connectors
in the system maintain counters of the frequencies of
each keyword in its source. The frequency counters are
returned with the schema to the composer, so the composer will maintain the most frequently used keywords
from its frequency list and the received schema. The
frequency list is built dynamically and may differ from
a composer to another.
The last case is an invalid entry in a finger table. The
system will lookup the successor of the start interval of
the failed entry. The start of the interval is calculated by
the equation:
f inger[i].start = (composer_identif ier+2i−1 ) mod
2160 . Then, the node looks up this value by invoking
“lookup(finger[i].start)”. The “lookup” method returns
the identifier of the node which maintains the range of
the requested interval.
The system needs to have at least one valid pointer
in each composer. If all the pointers in the finger table
fail, the composer can forward the request to its successor using the successor list. Even if the request is not
within the successor range, eventually the destination
will be reached. If all the finger tables in the system
fail, the lookup can be done in O(n) messages by forwarding the messages from a composer to its successor.
However, having the finger table can reduce the number
of messages to O(log2 n) by skipping half the distance
closer to the destination each time.
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process is similar to finding a keyword, but instead of
returning a connector it adds the keyword. The composer which will index the keyword returns its range
for the distributor. The distributor groups the keywords
with the composer range and sends them in one message. The distributor repeats this process until all the
keywords are distributed.
Unlike CFS [7] which is a file storage for blocks
based on Chord and PAST [22] which is a file storage for files based on Pastry, the mediator does not distribute the data in the data sources among the composermediator. The mediator system needs only to distribute
pointers to the connectors on top of data sources which
will be accessed through connectors. In other words,
the composers only cache the identifiers and the connectors’ IP addresses and socket numbers, and the data
can be accessed and retrieved directly from the source
through the connector.
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The system has a self-recovery mechanism when a composer fails. In order to preserve the indexing from being
lost, the system maintains a replication of each composer’s indexes in its successors which are in its successor list. Therefore, the system administrator needs
to consider a reasonable size for the successor list. Assume that the system administrator chooses size l for
the successor list, then the probability that all the successors fail is 1/2l since the probability of a successor
failing is independent from the others. Not only does
composer failure affect the keyword indexing, but also
it affects the routing in the system. Each node in the
DHT algorithm maintains information about a set of
other nodes in the system. When a node in that set fails,
the other nodes assist in routing and recovering the set.
In most cases, when a composer leaves the system,
it will not notify the others. As a consequence, the
routing information maintained in the finger table, successor/predecessor list, and frequency list may not be
valid. However, the system is not aggressive in maintaining all the pointers valid. The system will only keep
the successor list having valid pointers by sending messages periodically to its immediate successor to check
its availability. If the immediate successor does not respond, the composer will contact the next successor in
the list. Then, the successor list will be updated by receiving the successor list from the first composer that
responds to the message.
If an entry in the frequency list was found not to
be valid, the composer removes this entry from the list.
The frequency list is meant to help the composer to find
a short-cut to the destination composer based on histori-

7

E-Chord Simulation

A Java based simulation of E-Chord was developed.
The simulation creates logical nodes instead of physical nodes. The logical node simulation is a simulation
in which the system runs on a single machine instead
of set of computers. Logical node’s information can be
either randomly generated or loaded from a file. The
generated or loaded information simulates the physical
nodes’ IP address and port numbers. Figure 3 shows the
menu of the simulation. The user can either choose to
load nodes from a text file or to generate IP address and
ports randomly. The maximum number of nodes that
can be loaded depends on the simulation machine configuration (hard disk capacity, memory, softwareĚ). The
simulation was run on a machine with 2.0 GB memory.
10,000 nodes were randomly generated (Figure 4). Increasing the number or running applications in addition
to the simulation on the same machine may give a running error because of the memory limitation.
After loading the nodes’ information the “join” option, which is choice number 2 in the menu, must be
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Figure 3: The main menu of the simulation
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Figure 4: Random generation of nodes

Figure 5: Adding keywords to the system

8

connector_id sorting. It takes O(e log2 e) to sort “e”
elements in the XML document using merge sort or binary sorting algorithm. The selection algorithm is not
as expensive as the sorting. The selection can be done in
O(l) where “l” is the size of the lists in the composer.
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